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Via Email Only 
francis.gurry@wipo.int 
 
Francis Gurry 
World Intellectual Property Organization 
Chemin des Colombettes 34 
CH-1211 Geneva 20 
Switzerland 
 

Re: Registration of FrancisGurry.com 
 
Dear Mr. Gurry: 

 
You may already be familiar with Crystal Cox, an online extortionist who 
purchases domain names of her targets, fills them with false and defamatory 
statements, and then offers “reputation management” services to her victims – 
soliciting payment to repair the damage she caused.  I successfully recovered 
numerous domain names from Cox – including <marcrandazza.com>, 
<marcjohnrandazza.com>, <marcjrandazza.com>, <marcrandazza.biz>, 
<marcrandazza.info> and <marcrandazza.mobi> - in arbitration conducted before 
WIPO. Marc J. Randazza v. Reverend Crystal Cox, Eliot Bernstein, Case No. 
D2012-1525 (WIPO Nov. 30, 2012).  Within the decision, panelist Peter 
Michaelson described Cox’s scheme as: 
 

a rather sinister and tenacious scheme to extort money from the 
Complainant. Specifically, the Respondent first posted negative and false 
commentary on her websites that was intentionally calculated to injure 
the Complainant’s on-line reputation and disrupt the Complainant’s 
business conducted through his law firm. […] Once all this occurred, the 
Respondent then offered her reputational management services to the 
Complainant through which, for a considerable fee, she would remediate 
the Complainant’s on-line reputation by eliminating all the negative 
andfalse commentary of her own making and presumably also ceasing 
her use of the disputed domain names. Basically, for a price, she would 
undo the injury to the Complainant for which she was responsible for 
having created in the first place. This egregious conduct clearly 
constitutes bad faith under the Policy. Id.  
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Following this decision, Cox registered <FrancisGurry.com> and created a website dedicated to 
“exposing” you in the same dubious manner she created websites to “expose” me.  That is, she 
filled the website with false claims in an effort to damage your online reputation.  Additionally, 
Cox filed ten retaliatory and meritless lawsuits throughout the United States in May 2013, naming 
WIPO and you as defendants in a number of them.  These claims have since been dismissed as 
frivolous by every Court to examine them. 
 
I have managed to wrest <francisgurry.com> from Cox’s control.  I would like to give it to you, 
for free, no strings attached.  I just don’t want it to fall back into her hands. I hope that by 
transferring you the domain name I can prevent yet another person from falling prey to her 
conduct, and prevent her from further using the domain name to harass and defame you.   

 
Please contact me with any questions you may have.  I look forward to receiving the information 
needed to transfer <francisgurry.com> to you.  In the meantime, I have instructed GoDaddy.com 
LLC to forward the domain name to <wipo.int>.  You have my assurances that I will not use this 
domain name for any purpose, unless directed to do so by you.  I seek no reimbursement, nor 
payment of any kind. 

 
       Best regards, 

 
       Marc J. Randazza 


